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manual handling policy 
Introduction
The Eastern Regional Health Authority, Eastern Health Shared Services and the three Area Health
Boards, recognise that manual handling activities can be a significant source of injury resulting in pain,
recurring injury, time off work and sometimes long term or permanent disablement.

In recognising this problem, a Safety Management Programme has been designed to provide a
framework for a compliant and sustainable level of health and safety management.

The Manual Handling Policy is integral to the overall Safety Management Programme and defines the
Eastern Regional Health Authority, Eastern Health Shared Services and the three Area Health Boards
corporate position in relation to the management of manual handling in the workplace.

The main purpose of the document is to reduce, so far as is reasonably practicable, the risks involved
in manual handling activities, and to detail arrangements to achieve this reduction in line with legislative
requirements.

The policy outlines an ergonomic approach to removing or reducing the risk of injury. The ergonomic
approach looks at manual handling as a whole, taking into account a range of relevant factors,
including the nature of the task, the load, the working environment and individual capability. This
approach is clearly enshrined in the legislation relating to manual handling activities.

The implementation of the policy will be fully supported and complimented by a comprehensive
training programme. 

October 2000
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AIM

To reduce, so far as is reasonably practicable, any risk
associated with manual handling activities within the Eastern
Regional Health Authority, Eastern Health Shared Services
and the three Area Health Boards, and to detail
arrangements to achieve this reduction in line with the
legislative requirements.

SCOPE

All employees, temporary employees, students and agency
staff who carry out manual handling activities as part of their
work, are responsible for adhering to the guidelines contained
within the policy.

RELEVANT LEGISLATION

Safety Health and Welfare at Work Act 1989

The Safety Health and Welfare at Work (General Application)
Regulations 1993 - Part (VI) Manual Handling of Loads

Common Law

The principal common law duties of employers regarding the
manual handling of loads relate to the provision of the
following:

• A safe place of work

• Safe systems of work

• Safe plant and equipment, and

• Competent co – workers

DEFINITIONS

Hazard 

The inherent property or potential of something to cause
harm.

Risk

The probability that a hazard will result in an accident with
definite consequences.

Risk Assessment 

A process within which hazards are identified and risks are
evaluated, with the objective of removing or reducing the
likelihood and possible consequences through appropriate
management controls.

NOTE
Eastern Regional Health
Authority
(ERHA)

Eastern Health Shared Services 
(EHSS)

Area Health Boards
(AHBs)

South Western Area 
Health Board

East Coast Area Health Board

Northern Area Health Board
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Manual Handling

“Any transporting or supporting of a load by one or more
employees, and includes lifting, putting down, pushing,
pulling, carrying or moving a load, which, by reason of its
characteristics or of unfavourable ergonomic conditions,
involves risk, particularly of back injury to employees.”

Task

Refers to the activity within which the manual handling
operation is carried out.

Load

Anything of a movable nature and includes boxes, bags,
furniture, work equipment, animals and people.

Environment

Refers to the place where the activity occurs and relates to
space, lighting levels, floor levels and ceiling height etc.

Competent Person

In the context of manual handling, a competent person
relates to a trained instructor.

POLICY
All managers responsible for the work activities of staff will
carry out an assessment of identified manual handling tasks,
with the support of a competent person, and introduce
management controls designed to :

First Action                                    
(a) remove the task altogether, thus eliminating the risk of 

injury, by avoiding the need for full body lifting except in life
threatening situations;

Second Action
(b) make a suitable and sufficient assessment of any hazardous

manual handling activities that cannot be avoided;

and

Third Action
(c) reduce the risk of injury to the lowest level reasonably

practicable, by introducing safer systems of work or by using
mechanical handling equipment. 

Examples of safe systems of work include so far as is
reasonably practicable :

• Matching the carer in terms of height, dimension, experience,
skills etc. to the task.

• Operating a task rotation system to prevent muscular fatigue.

• Using safe techniques, positioning and work routine.

• Ensuring correct ratio of staff to service user.

Regulation 27
Interpretation of Part  VI

Form HS – 01 can be used for
the purpose of the assessment

process (see attached
appendix)

Taking into account the task,
the load, the working

environment, and the individual
capabilities of staff.



The following simple measures can be taken to reduce the
amount of handling by staff and increase the independence
of the service user:

• Grab rails adjacent to the bath.

• Handling Belts

• Slings/Hoists

• Transfer Boards

• Sliding Sheets

• Mechanical Lifts.

Records – risk assessment

Where these tasks are significant or the findings of the
assessment are considered so, a formal record is to be kept
and reviewed. Risk assessments will need to be reviewed if
there are developments which suggest that they may no
longer be valid e.g. if 

• The number of employees and/or their abilities change.

• An individuals susceptibility to muscular fatigue increases.

• The activity changes.

• There has been significant change or deterioration in the
customers physical/medical condition which may have
implications on manual handling operations.

• The working environment changes.

• A near miss incident or reportable accident has occurred.

However records need not be kept if : - 

(a) The task is simple and obvious.

(b) The work is straight forward, of low risk and lasting 
only a short time.      

Employees Responsibilities

It is the duty of all employees to ensure that :

• That they do not risk their own health and safety when
conducting manual handling activities.

• They always utilise any equipment provided to reduce manual
handling activities.

• They report any problem related to an activity to their Line
Manager.

• They strictly adhere to handling techniques.  
5



Management Responsibilities

Senior and unit managers must ensure that :

• Employees adhere to safe working methods as detailed in this
document.

• Risk assessments are conducted, where relevant, and records
retained.

• Employees are adequately supervised.

• Suitable training and awareness programmes are provided for
employees engaged in manual handling activities.       

The Importance of Patient Care

In all activities of manual handling the wishes as well as the
needs of the patient must be considered. In this respect it is
important to establish a rapport with, and endeavour to
ensure the co-operation of, the patient throughout the manual
handling procedure.

PROCEDURE

Manual Handling Assessments

This is a legal requirement and consideration must be given
to the following       

(a) Task

(b) Individual

(c) Load

(d) Environment

A meaningful assessment will be carried out if it is based on
a practical understanding of the work performed.

In some work situations it may be possible to rely on generic
assessments. However, it will be necessary in some cases to
carry out a separate assessment, where there are significant
risks involved. The use of care plans for recording handling
requirements can greatly assist staff to reduce the risk of
injury. Problems identified, together with details of the
handling strategy and any equipment used should be entered
into the service users care plan and evaluated on a regular
basis. The care plan should include the following information:

• the current weight of the service user?

• the extent of the service users ability to assist, weight bear and
any other relevant information.

• the technique to be employed to handle that particular service
user, which should be consistent with the activity to be
undertaken.

6

The key to preventing injury is
recognising that circumstances

often vary, even when
performing similar tasks and it

is often this variation which
causes the problem.
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Generic Assessments 
Generic assessments of broadly similar operations are
acceptable. When assessing a ward or other fixed place, it is
possible to look at the mix of service users, the existing
environment and the physical surroundings, from space in
bathrooms and availability of handling aids to training of staff.

Who Should carry it out ?

A joint approach is recommended which includes :

(a) Local Management

(b) Involved staff or their representatives

(c)Trained Personnel - Instructors       

What should be included?

The assessment should formally show that every
consideration has been given to the presence of risk, the
elimination or the reduction of the risk.

Risk Assessment

Where a detailed assessment is necessary it should cover
the following main areas:

The Task 

The physical actions and postures associated with the work.

The load or the service user 

The characteristics of inanimate loads e.g. weight, size,
shape.
There are numerous similarities between human beings and
inanimate loads in terms of variation in size, weight, shape,
fragility, stability etc., but human beings display different
characteristics. They can help (or hinder) the manual
handling operation; they may feel pain, anxiety and may
suffer further from inappropriate handling, they have personal
dignity and they are irreplaceable. The manual handling
undertaken may also be an integral part of the rehabilitation
process for that individual and form part of the care plan for
that service user.

The working environment 

The space and layout of work areas, the condition of floors,
the temperature and lighting, the suitability of equipment and
the height of work surfaces etc.

Written risk assessments
should form part of the safety
statement.



Individual Capability 

How well the work activity is matched to the worker e.g.
health, fitness characteristics, knowledge, skills, attitudes etc.

Other Factors 

Whether movement or posture is affected by personal
protective equipment or by clothing.

Manual Handling Form

This form can be used in a elderly sense, where there are
generic risks associated with a particular type of work e.g. in
the case of patient handling - there might be a single risk
assessment for elderly patients.Similarly the form can be
used to address identified risks which are specific to an
individual.

Assessing the Task

Does the task involve :

• holding or manipulating loads at a distance from the trunk?

• twisting of the trunk?

• bending or stooping?

• reaching upwards?

• excessive lifting and lowering?

• excessive carrying distances?

• excessive pulling or pushing?

• frequent or prolonged physical effort?

• risk of sudden movement?

• insufficient rest or recovery periods?

• a rate of work imposed by a process?

• team handling?

8

Form HS-01 can be used for the
purpose of the assessment

process (aee attached
appendix)  
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Assessing the Load

The Regulations direct us to ask if a load is:

• heavy?

• bulky or unwieldy?

• difficult to grasp - handling method?

• unstable or with contents likely to shift?

• sharp, hot or otherwise potentially dangerous?

Little specific reference is made to the different
considerations required when the assessment involves
service users rather than inanimate objects. The following
therefore deals with the assessment of loads involving
service users.

The Service User

Consider the following :

• does the weight, size or shape of the service user present a
risk?

• is the service user able to communicate with you?

• is the service user capable of standing?

• is the service user capable of walking?

• is the service user capable of maintaining a sitting position?

• is the service user capable of getting in/out of bed?

• is the service user capable of getting on/off toilet?

• is the service user capable of getting in/out of chair?

• is the service user capable of getting in/out of bath/shower?

• is pain or discomfort likely to be a factor during the manoeuvre?

• is there a history of sudden unpredictable movement?

• are there any medical considerations which need to be taken
into account?           

Assessing the Environment 

Consider the following :

• space - are there constraints preventing good posture?

• are there uneven, slippery or unstable floors?



• are there variations in floor levels or work surfaces?

• are there extremes of temperatures or humidity?

• are there ventilation difficulties?

• are there poor lighting conditions?       

Assessing the individual

Consider the following :

• does the activity require unusual strength and/or height?

• could the task affect a pregnant woman or staff member with
known physical problems?

• is special information or training necessary for its safe
performance?

Education/Training 

Health & Safety is promoted among personnel through a
comprehensive approach to health and safety education.

Education and training provide the knowledge and skills
necessary to change attitudes and behaviour. The manual
handling programme is part of this process.

Selection of Staff for Training

Training will be carried out on an on-going basis. It will be
provided for all employees, but certain categories will have
priority, as follows:

• Senior and unit managers who are responsible for ensuring a
safe environment and safe work practices.

• Persons exposed to a higher level of risk e.g. nurses,
attendants, maintenance, ambulance, transport and household
staff.

• New employees in the above areas in particular, should be
trained in manual handling training techniques during their
induction period, or within their first month of taking up
employment.       
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Staff Health, Safety and Welfare Department

The Staff Health, Safety and Welfare Department will
co-ordinate the manual handling training programme. The
department will be responsible for providing on-going training
for trainers to keep them up to date with new developments in
the field of manual handling. This will be ensured by the
provision of inservice refresher courses on a regular basis.

Reporting & Recording of Accident/Incidents

• If an employee is injured he/she must stop work immediately.

• They must report the incident to the person in charge.

• Details of all manual handling incidents including near misses
must be recorded by Unit Managers on the Risk Management
form.  Completed forms must be forwarded to the Risk
Management Department, Dr. Steevens Hospital.

• The supervisor/manager must arrange for immediate
examination of the injured party on - site if possible, otherwise
at the nearest medical unit, i.e. Accident & Emergency
Department or GP.

• If the incident results in more than three days absence from
work, the Health and Safety Authority’s report form (IRI) must be
completed.       

Accident Investigation

All accidents/incidents should be investigated and the facts
recorded by the relevant manager.

Occupational Health

If any individual is absent from duty for more than two weeks
as a result of a reported manual handling injury at work, the
line manager must refer that individual to the Occupational
Health Unit at Dr. Steevens’ Hospital.

PROCUREMENT OF EQUIPMENT

The choice of equipment, beds and chairs can affect the way
in which manual handling tasks are performed. Many
suppliers will arrange a trial period so that their equipment
can be used by staff on site. This approach is strongly
recommended.

Selection of Equipment 

The selection of any new items of equipment, replacement or
modification of an existing item, must take account of how
where and by whom the item will be used. The needs of both
service users and staff must be met, based on sound
ergonomic principles.

Equipment must be suitable for the task :

(a) Compatible with surroundings.
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Manoeuvrable, for example on a range of different floor
surfaces and within its intended location, taking into account
restricted access or awkwardly shaped rooms or doorways.

(b) Compatible with other equipment and mechanical
devices

Where two items or more are to be used together, (e.g. baths
and hoists), the design must be such that each item can be
used without difficulty and without introducing other risks.

(c) Easy to move, adjust and maintain, stable in use and
brakes which are simple and effective.

Mobile equipment should be capable of being moved without
undue effort or reduced stability. The size of castors or
wheels and their location should be considered 

Maintenance 

All hoists and other lifting equipment must be of good
mechanical construction, and be properly and regularly
maintained.

Items of lifting equipment require periodic examination, which
is a statutory duty in the Factories Act, 1955. The
requirement should be adopted to ensure compliance with
the duty to maintain equipment in a safe condition, as defined
by the Health, Safety and Welfare at Work Act 1989.

Regular visual inspection may be sufficient for many items
though where mechanical parts, e.g. castors and hydraulic
systems are involved, a planned preventive maintenance
scheme must be determined in accordance with the
manufacturers guidance.

Hoists, slings and other apparatus should be inspected by a
competent person every six months and subject to
maintenance and a more detailed inspection every twelve
months.

The maximum working load should be clearly marked on
every hoist and no greater load should be carried.

Uniforms

It is recommended that trousers and tops are worn by all
employees involved in the manual handling activities. Correct
clothing will facilitate good working postures and assist in
minimising the risk of back injury. Sensible footwear with
non-slip soles should be worn.

12
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manual handling assessment form

This assessment form can be completed for the purpose of a generic or an individual assessment

Location………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Task Description………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Number of staff affected………………………………………………………………………….…………........................

Frequency of task: Constant  r Regular  r Infrequent  r

SECTION A: Preliminary Assessment:    

1. Does the activity involve a significant risk of injury? Yes  r No  r

2. Can the activity be avoided/mechanised/automated at a reasonable cost?  Yes  r No r

If yes proceed with action and check that it has the desired effect.

3. If no complete the checklist in Section B and then Section C

This form may be incorporated in a care plan.

SECTION B:   Risk Assessment

1 TASK Do any of the following occur:    (Please tick all relevant boxes)

Holding loads away from the trunk? r Excessive pulling or pushing? r

Twisting the trunk? r Frequent or prolonged physical effort? r

Bending or stooping? r Risk of sudden movement? r

Reaching upwards? r Insufficient rest or recovery periods? r

Excessive lifting & lowering distances? r A workrate imposed by a process? r

Excessive carrying distances? r Team handling? r

Any other comments:…………………………………………………………………………………….

2 LOAD Consider the following for inanimate loads only:    (Please tick all relevant boxes)

Weight:……………………… Size:…………………………

Bulky or unwieldy? r Unstable or are contents likely to shift? r

Sharp, hot or potentially dangerous? r Difficult to grasp? r

Any other comments:……………………………………………………………………………………...



3 THE SERVICE USER:    Are the following involved:    (Please tick all relevant boxes)

Does the weight, size and shape of the person present a risk? r

Is the person able to communicate? r Is the person capable of getting on/off toilet? r

Is the person capable of standing? r Is the person capable of getting in/out of chair? r

Is the person capable of Is the person capable of getting in/out of bath/shower? r
walking useful distances? r

Is the person capable of Are there any attitudes/feeling to consider? r
maintaining a sitting position? r

Is the person capable of getting in/out of bed? r

Is pain or discomfort likely be a factor during the manoeuvre? r
Are there any medical considerations which need to be taken into account? r
Any other comments:…………………………………………………………………………………………….……………

4  INDIVIDUAL(S): Staff particulars:    (Please tick all relevant boxes))

Name:……………………………………………. Age:…………………… Height:……………………

Training required Yes r No  r Training given Yes r No  r

Pregnant Yes r No r Returned from pregnancy Yes r No  r

Physical/Medical problems Yes r No  r

Brief details if relevant to task:…………………………………………………………………………………………………

5  THE ENVIRONMENT: Consider the following:     (Please tick all relevant boxes)

Are there space constraints preventing good posture? r Are there extremes of temperatures or humidity? r

Are there uneven, slippery or unstable floors?             r Are there poor lighting conditions? r

Are there variations in floor levels or work surfaces?  r Are there ventilation difficulties? r

Any other comments:……………………………………………………………….………………….………………………

6  ANY OTHER FACTORS:-

Is movement or posture hindered by clothing or other personal protective equipment? r
Any other comments:……………………………………………………………….………………….................................

7  SECTION C: CONTROL MEASURES:

1. Cease activity Yes  r No  r

2. Introduce a safe system of work Yes  r No  r

Describe………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………

3. (a) Provide lifting aid(s) Yes  r No  r

Describe………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………

3. (b) Are aid(s) suitably maintained Yes  r No  r

Comment: ……………………………………………………….………………………………………………………………

4. Manager responsible…………………………………………………………………………………

5. Assessment date……………………………………………………………………………………....

6. Review date(s)…………………………………………………………………………………….…..

Form No. HS – 01

Eastern  Regional Health Authority South Western Area Health Board East Coast Area Health Board Northern Area Health Board
Údaras Reigiùnda Slàinte an Oirthir Bord Sláinte an Limistéir Thiar Theas Bord Sláinte Limistéar an Chósta Thoir Bord Sláinte an Limistéir Thuaidh
Palmerstown, Dublin  20 Naas, Co. Kildare Bray, Co. Wicklow Swords, Co. Dublin  



Annual Safety Inspection Report: Mobile Hoists

WORK LOCATION:…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

NAME OF RESPONSIBLE MANAGER:…………………………………………………………………........................

NAME OF COMPETENT PERSON:……………………………………………………………………………………....

MODEL OF HOIST SERIAL NO. SAFE WORKING LOAD

COMPONENT: GOOD FAIR CONDEMN

SLINGS: TYPE ……… …….. ……….

SPREADER BAR: (ATTACHMENT & SAFETY CLIP) ……… …….. ……….

BROOM & FITTINGS: (CHECK BOLTS SECURE) ……… …….. ……….

MAST & FITTINGS: (CHECK BOLTS SECURE) ……… …….. ………

HYDRAULIC UNIT: SERIAL NO. ……… …….. ……….

ELECTRONIC MODELS: (CHECK ALL FUNCTIONS) ……… …….. ……….

MAST BOX & CHASSIS: (CHECK FOR WEAR) ……… …….. ……….

LEG ADJUSTMENTS: (CHECK OPERATIONS OK) ……… …….. ……….

CASTORS: (CHECK FREE RUNNING & BRAKES) ……… …….. ……….

GENERAL CONDITION:

LOAD TEST APPLIED YES/NO

ALL BOLTS CHECKED YES/NO

CLEAN AND LUBRICATE YES/NO

URGENT COMMENTS…………………………………………………………………………………….

PARTS FITTED…………………………………………….PARTS ORDERED……………………………..

NAME:………………………………SIGNATURE:……………………………………DATE:……………

FOR SAFETY THIS HOIST MUST BE INSPECTED ANNUALLY

FORM HS-02
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